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UK tech entrepreneur Richard Davies is on a 
mission to curb a nightmare currently alarming 
all live entertainment organizers – fraud on sec-
ondary ticketing websites. 
The live-events industry’s backlash against ex-
ploitative ticketing websites has grown so severe, 
Davies easily raised almost £1m (US$1.2m) via 
a recent crowdfunding campaign for Twickets, a 
fan-to-fan ticket resale platform that is transpar-
ent and fair about pricing. 
Founded in 2011 and supported by top-billing 
music acts like Adele and Mumford & Sons, 
leading events organizers and artist management 
executives, Twickets promises to resell tickets at 
only face-value prices or less. 
And it legally uses the same tech that is abused 
by scalpers on numerous official secondary tick-
eting online stores. 
“We’ve matched their (secondary ticketing sites) 
capabilities in a short space of time and hit back at 
their claim that they are the only safe place to trade 
tickets,” Davies tells TechMutiny. “We’ve im-
proved the ability to track the ticketing fraudsters 
and ensure there’s no way our platform is abused.” 
Revenue growth in the secondary ticketing 
market has been accelerating during the past 15 

years after money-making ventures like StubHub, 
viagogo and Seatwave entered the market. 

Good idea gone bad 
Their original concept was sound. They would 
use the Internet to allow fans unable to attend live 
shows at the last minute to auction tickets origi-
nally purchased from primary vendors. 
The proliferation of smartphones has made it even 
easier for consumers to buy all kinds of tickets for 
all types of entertainment at stadiums, theaters, 
festivals and concert venues. And the second-
ary-ticketing sector has benefited from this.  
The UK market alone is said to be worth £1.2bn 
(US$1.5bn). Globally, international research firm 
Technavio predicts the revenue will shoot up to 
US$15.19bn in 2020 from US$8.94bn in 2015. 
That kind of money has spurred scalpers to abuse 
the system even more, thanks to the sophistica-
tion of algorithm and automation technology. 
They use Internet bots to bulk buy thousands of 
tickets the moment they go on sale at primary 
websites. As soon as demand soars, they push up 
the resale prices for significant profit margins. 
Several fans have unwittingly made purchases 
via unauthorized online sellers only to learn they 
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are not allowed into the venues because their 
tickets have broken the original sale’s terms and 
conditions. 

Anti-scalping police 
Davies wants to use Twickets to retaliate against 
the scalping business. The company’s app is 
supported by the “Twickets community,” which 
he describes as another tier of policing against 
fraudsters. 
The community includes Twickets’ more than 
500,000 registered users, those who have down-
loaded the app 250,000-plus times, the website’s 
more than 100,000 users, and the 100,000 follow-
ers of Twickets’ social media pages.  

“If they notice questionable repeat sellers or buy-
ers, they wonder if they are really fans, and report 
suspect behavior via the app,” Davies explains.  
“We also have a team of moderators keeping an 
eye on events, the original ticket prices, the ven-
ues and dates to see if anyone is abusing the sys-
tem. So even if, for any reason, our technology 
fails, we can still police ticketing abuse through 
the community.”  
The direct support for Davies’ ambitions for 
Twickets has been impressive.  
It has been named the official ticket resale partner 
of major entertainment entities, including London 
soccer club Crystal Palace FC, concert promoter 
Kilimanjaro Live, leading UK ticketing agency 
Gigantic and artists like Adele and One Direction. 
A recent equity crowdfunding campaign on 
international platform Seedrs, which took place 
in December 2016, raised more than £890,000 
(US$1.1m) in only 32 days. 
 It exceeded the original £700,000 (US$865,000) 
target and was almost hitting £1m (US$1.2m) 
before December’s end. The more than 500 
investors included fans, industry executives plus 
celebrities like British tennis ace Andrew Murray 
(the world’s No.1 men’s singles player). Their 
support gives them about 8% of the equity that 
values Twickets at more than £10m (US$12m). 
“The crowdfunding campaign is part of the strat-
egy to enable the community to have a share of 
the business,” Davies adds.

Legislative attack 
The money raised will be used to develop Twick-
ets’ technology and expand internationally, start-
ing with Spain, the US and Australia in 2017.  
Twickets’ moves to battle illegitimate online  
ticket sales are more than timely. 
In December 2016, the Competition and Markets 
Authority (CMA), the UK government’s  

Twickets’ Richard Davies
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anti-trust department, officially launched an in-
vestigation into online secondary ticketing.  
This follows years of lobbying by organizations 
like FanFair Alliance, which was founded by mu-
sic industry managers to fight ticket touting. 
CMA officials were appalled to hear such sto-
ries as the £99.50 (US$123) ticket for London’s 
West End play Harry Potter and the Cursed Child 
being resold for £577.50 (US$714). It cost the 
buyers £682.09 (US$843) after the ticket-pro-
cessing fee was added. 
The CMA’s decision to embark on the investigation 
came after its initial review of the UK’s four leading 
secondary ticketing websites earlier in the year.  
The four are GET ME IN! (a subsidiary of the 
world’s largest 
primary tick-
eting website 
Ticketmaster); 
Seatwave, 
viagogo and 
StubHub (a sub-
sidiary of online 
auction giant 
eBay).  
Among the 
issues examined 
by the CMA 
and the British 
government’s Culture, Media and Sport Select 
Committee is the extent to which secondary tick-
eting websites breach related legislation such as 
the country’s Consumer Rights Act 2015.  
They are also considering bringing possible 
tax-avoidance charges against ticketing touts.  
Additionally, they want the Digital Economy Bill 
currently being debated in Parliament (and sched-
uled to be adopted into law during the spring of 
2017) to include banning the misuse of Internet 
bots on websites. 

International censure 
Similar scandals in Italy have also prompted ma-
jor domestic singing stars like Vasco Rossi and 
concert organizers like Barley Arts Promotions’ 
Claudio Trotta (Bruce Springsteen’s promoter in 
Italy) to denounce abusive ticketing practices.  
Trotta has also filed criminal complaints to 
Milan’s Public Prosecutor against a host of local 
secondary websites. 
The Italian division of Live Nation, the world’s 
biggest concert promoter, has been forced to 
admit it had placed “only 0.20%” of its tickets on 
secondary sites. 
FanFair Alliance recently pointed out that SIAE, 
the Italian royalties collection society, won a 

court ruling to 
ban the resale of 
concert tickets 
for Coldplay 
(left). And, in 
the US, the 2016 
BOTS (Better 
Online Ticket 
Sales) Act has 
been signed 
into legislation 
by President 
Barack Obama.  

As a mass market, online secondary ticketing will 
soon be 20 years old, and the fraudulent elements 
do not seem to be going anywhere soon. 
But as Twickets gets ready to roll out its technol-
ogy internationally, founder Davies is heartened 
to see legislators treating the misappropriation of 
ticketing resale as a criminal act. 
“We’ve started to see governments’ active in-
volvement in the matter. They understand it is 
illicit and amoral too. I am cautiously optimistic 
about the future,” he says.

Julia Kennedy for Atlantic Records
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It is a truth universally acknowledged (to para-
phrase the sedately ironic Jane Austen) that 
pornography fans are among the earliest adopters 
of any new media tech. 
But 4K Ultra High Definition (UHD) tech, which 
offers the closest TV gets to optimum cinematic 
quality in vision, might be defying that trend, as 
the subscription-funded premium adult-entertain-
ment channel Penthouse TV has discovered. 
Although the technology is available to use, 4K 
UHD distribution platforms are currently far too 
expensive for the vast majority of TV networks 
to justify. And US-based Kelly Holland (below), 
CEO of Penthouse TV’s owner Penthouse Global 
Media Inc (PGMI), says this will only hold back 
the enhanced screen experience all TV networks 
crave for. 

“I’m skeptical of the likelihood that any platform 
will make more than a limited commitment to 
UHD in the coming year,” she declares.

4K can see clearly 
The resolution for video images produced in 4K 
is more detailed and lifelike compared to stan-
dard High Definition (HD) TV images. Combined 
with what is known as High Dynamic Range 
(HDR), 4K UHD delivers superior crystal-clear 
visuals, almost replicating the way humans see 
objects in real life.  
And the most effective way of transmitting 4K 
UHD content to the widest possible audience is 
by leasing devices called transponders, which are 
inside communications satellites. 
However, at a time when traditional satellite 
TV networks are cutting budgets in response to 
aggressive competition from Internet-delivered 
streaming services like Netflix, Holland says the 
fees required to hire 4K-compatible transponders 
are excessive compared to the needs for standard 
HD channels. 
Penthouse TV, a sister venture to the iconic adult 
print magazine of the same name, has never 
been afraid of new tech. In 2011, it became the 
first adult channel to broadcast in full 3D. 4K 
transmissions will give it an edge over rivals like 
Playboy TV (which is a subsidiary of Luxem-
bourg-headquartered tech group MindGeek). 
But despite having a robust catalog of erotica pro-
duced in 4K and enough subscribers to justify the 
investment, Holland argues that the expense for 
satellite transponders today is far from pragmatic.  
“The content suppliers’ costs have increased 
somewhat. But the overall increase is equal to 

TOUGH DATE - WHEN XXXX ADULT 
VIDEOS CAN’T AFFORD 4K TV TECH
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20%-plus, and the price point is dropping. With-
in a short period of time, only UHD-compatible 
content will be available,” she says.

Overpriced 4K platforms 
The problem, she emphasizes, lies with what to pay 
operators to carry 4K networks. “Depending on 
how they play out, platforms must allocate approxi-
mately three times more transponder space per (4K) 
channel. That alone could be a cost increase rang-
ing from US$27,000 a month for an HD channel 
to US$ 80,000 for 4K,” she says. “It requires new 
set-top box technology, a complete retooling of your 
play-out facilities and it goes on and on.” 
Consequently, 4K UHD platform operators will 
agree to carry only services with guaranteed mass 
audiences, such as premium sports-TV networks. 
“Adult (entertainment) has high margins but sport 
has eyeballs, especially if you have the contracts 
for premiere franchises and leagues. It requires 
that broad subscriber base to justify the infra-
structure costs,” she adds. “You might see sports 
but not much beyond that.” 
Among other media groups already committed to 
4K UHD content are DirecTV in the US, as well 
as BT Sport and Sky in Europe, Canada’s Blue 
Ant Media and India-based network travelxp.  
UK research firm Futuresource Consulting cal-
culates that shipment of 4K UHD TV sets soared 
160% to 32 million units worldwide in 2015. It 
predicts this will grow to 140 million units by 2020.  
Yet, in an article for international industry trade 
fair MIPCOM, the European Broadcasting Union 
estimates there are presently only 57 authentic 
4K channels globally. And US-based Northern 
Sky Research forecasts about 785 satellite-deliv-
ered UHD channels will be launched by 2025.

4K TV goes OTT 
Instead of being discouraged by the current slow 

progress, Holland is pivoting slightly to make 
Penthouse TV available on over-the-top (OTT) 
streaming platforms instead. OTT can also deliv-
er high-end 4K content via the Internet and cable 
TV wires, even if the overall audience reach is 
not as extensive as satellite TV penetration. OTT 
operators like Netflix and Amazon Prime Video 
offer 4K-produced shows at a time when broad-
band Internet penetration is growing globally. 
Chris Forrester, UK-based industry analyst, 
observes: “The fact that The Grand Tour (the 
big-budget motoring TV series on Amazon Prime 
Video presented by Jeremy Clarkson and other 
former members of the BBC’s long-running show 
Top Gear) is being made in very high-end UHD, 
including High Dynamic Range, is generating 
a huge number of new subscribers for Ama-
zon. And the quality drama series The Crown is 
gaining significant traction for Netflix. These are 
clear indications that the viewing public can be 
motivated to view this content in UHD.”

VR for adults 
The barriers confronted when seeking 4K UHD 
distribution so far have not dampened Holland’s 
spirit for making her quality adult shows avail-
able on other new tech channels, such as Virtual 
Reality (VR). 
“To date I’ve seen a lot of bad VR in the adult 
space,” she states. “I’ve seen VR that is enamored 
and seduced with the technology at the expense 
of the basic creative requirements of the content. 
But I am a big believer in VR because I think it’s a 
game-changing experience that suits adult con-
tent.”  
She continues: “All types of content may work on 
an intellectual level or an emotional level, but VR 
sits firmly in the reptile brain driving the visceral 
experience and that is the same center of the brain 
where adult content works.” 
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In an industry where recorded music is sold on 
vinyl discs, CDs, digital downloads and stream-
ing platforms, the technology needed to track 
and guarantee artists receive every single royalty 
check they have ever earned does not exist.  
But DDEX (Digital Data Exchange), the not-for-
profit consortium backed by the major record 
labels, publishers, international copyright organi-
zations and digital-music retailers, has announced 
the next best thing. 
It recently launched Recording Information No-
tification (RIN) and the Digital Sales Report Flat 
File Standard (DSR), two new formats offering 

the most simplified but efficient system possible 
for collecting and distributing royalties in the dig-
ital space (see chartflow below).

What is RIN? 
RIN is designed to capture the metadata that 
describes who composed a song, recorded it, in 
which country plus any other descriptive infor-
mation.  
Crucially, instead of guessing at which point the 
recording first started (as has traditionally been 
the case), RIN ensures that information is es-
tablished from the get-go, whether in a physical 
recording studio or a virtual one on a website.  
Although the 10-year-old DDEX oversees a host 
of standards to help identify rights owners of 
physical recordings and digital downloads, the 
new RIN and DSR ensure those norms for the 
first time also cover music available on today’s 
subscription-funded streaming services. These 

DIGITAL MUSIC 
ROYALTIES:THE 
NEW UPSIDE
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include Spotify, the world’s largest streaming 
music platform and its rivals Apple Music, Tidal 
and Deezer.  
“The music scene has changed significantly in 
those years,” says Mark Isherwood, DDEX’s 
Secretariat.  
“The DDEX standards enable revenues to move 
effectively along the whole value chain.”

Pre-iPhone royalties  
He points out that when DDEX launched in 2006, 
Apple’s first iPhone was not on the market, and 
Spotify was two years away from its introduc-
tion.  
And the initial laborious methods used to convert 
physical analog recordings into digital files also 
uncovered the failings of the old royalties-col-
lection system. “Many of the files documenting 
recordings made in the past have been lost during 
the transition to digital,” he adds. 
John Sarappo, a member of the RIN Working 
Group and Director of Engineering at US-based 
sound-recording archive company VeVa Sound, 
states that an improved system is now in place. 
He says: “RIN will ensure the proper parties are 
recognized for their contribution to any record-
ing, and allow for the efficient collection of the 
data for those who need it.” 
Sarappo also notes that, in the social and sharing 
economy that digital technology has created, 
any start-up inventing a product or service that 
requires recorded music will now be able to iden-
tify the rights owners immediately.  
This should help avoid many of the costly copy-
right-infringement litigations that tend to follow 
the launch of a new digital-music service. “For 
those building the relevant apps, it means the data 
can be captured at the source of the recording, as 
opposed to after the fact,” he declares.

Reporting digital sales 
DSR, the second new DDEX standard, will be 
welcomed by Apple Music and other multi-ter-
ritory digital music retailers like Spotify. They 
might be pioneering, but they also need an accu-
rate system for evaluating who is owed what and 
how much when counting royalties on a system 
that did not exist 10 years ago.  
These digital services were not reared on the 
roots of the music business. They happen to own 
technologies that have bulldozed the physical 
way fans used to pay for, consume and own mu-
sic on CDs and vinyl.  
Their subscribers essentially rent the music by 
having round-the-clock access to tens of millions 
of digitally stored tracks for a monthly fee. 
Compared to the days of when a performer need-
ed to have sold hundreds of thousands of physical 
albums to make a decent living, artists need to 
have their recordings played billions of time on 
streaming services to come even close.  
For example, Spotify just announced that Cana-
dian rap star Drake has become the first artist to 
reach 1 billion plays for just a single track.

Mind the value gap 
The high-volume, low value business model as-
sociated with streaming has squeezed rights own-
ers’ profit margins and slashed the fiscal value of 
the percentage that goes to artists.  
Digital music distributors have, therefore, need-
ed to be part of an ecosystem recognized by the 
labels, music publishers and royalties-collect-
ing societies when calculating royalties. This is 
where DDEX says RIN and the DSR come in. 
“We want to make sure music creators and labels 
get paid correctly,” says Nick Williamson, who is 
DDEX’s chairman and is responsible for music 
publishing operations at Apple. 
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Brand owners and TV broadcasters should be 
pleased to learn the number of people watching 
video ads on digital platforms internationally is 
growing at a robust rate.That is the key finding 
of The Quarterly Barometer of the Industry, the 
most recent Video Monetization Report from 
FreeWheel, the tech group that algorithmically 
powers advertising for media and entertainment 
giants like US-based NBCUniversal and the 
UK’s Channel 4. “If you add on-demand and 
live streaming, TV viewing has grown compared 
to live viewing alone,” says Thomas Bremond, 
FreeWheel’s European Managing Director, in 
explaining the report’s positive results about ad 
views. The study examines how viewers respond 
to ads during the broadcasters’ live and on-de-
mand premium TV shows on digital platforms. 
It concludes the total number of views grew by 
a healthy two-digit percent during 2016’s third 
quarter, compared to the same quarter the pre-
vious year. The number of video-content views 

jumped 37% during the period covered, while the 
number of ad views grew 28% (Chart 1 below).

Ads in long-form content 
Equally interesting was the observation that the 
number of ads watched during long-form vid-
eo content on on-demand streaming platforms 
increased 18% in the third quarter, compared to 
31% for ads featured during on-demand short-
form content (Chart 2 on page 12). The boost to 
ads around short-form content is attributed to the 
access of large volumes of video clips linked to 
the Rio Olympic Games and the US presidential 
election Ads shown during the live transmission 
of long-form content, including those for the 
Olympics, the election and other mega tentpole 
events, drove viewers to premium-video plat-
forms. The number of ad views around these 
shows shot up a massive 60%, “contributing to 
significant increases for long-form and live,” the 
report says (also Chart 2).

REPORT: HOURS SPENT WATCHING DIGITALLY 
DELIVERED VIDEOS ADS ARE GROWING

CHART 1
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Audience profile 
FreeWheel’s sample of participants for the study 
covers three types of viewers in Europe and the 
US.  
Samplers tune in regularly but tend not to finish 
watching episodes and keep surfing till they find 
what they want. Catch-up Viewers watch a cou-
ple of times a month but are devoted to what they 
watch.  
And Digital Enthusiasts are the most passionate, 
logging in regularly and binge watching. 
The report notes 77% of the Samplers watched 
one full episode during the selected month of 
April 2016 while only 4% completed watching 
more than four episodes. Among the Digital 
Enthusiasts, on the other hand, 7% watched more 
than four full episodes (Chart 3 on Page 12). 
Furthermore, more Catch-up Viewers and Digital 
Enthusiasts finished watching the video ads com-
pared to Samplers (Chart 4 on Page 12). 
FreeWheel’s conclusions support the industry 
consensus that traditional TV advertising revenue 
is gradually falling globally while the growth rate 
for ads on digital media platforms is soaring. 

State of global TV ads 
MAGNA, the research center at international 
giant media agency IPG Mediabrands, estimates 
income from global linear-TV advertising will 
increase 4.4% to US$179bn in 2016, compared to 
2015.  
By the end of 2017, it predicts global digital 
advertising revenue (at US$192bn) will surpass 
global linear-TV advertising (which would dip 
slightly to US$178bn). And, of the total digital 
media ads, the revenue from the video format 
will advance at a rate of 35%. 
Companies like FreeWheel are pointing out that 
digital viewing brings advantages to advertising 
that did not exist a few years ago. 

“There might be fewer audiences watching on 
digital devices, but we can target messages bet-
ter,” Bremond says. “What advertisers are losing 
in volume, they’re gaining from more effective 
targeting. And because you can only put so many 
video ads inside an hour of content, that targeting 
needs to be more specific.” 
The traditional TV media is still a highly pow-
erful platform for brands’ messages. But it is a 
business that follows certain rules. 
It relies on the number of seconds per TV com-
mercial, the number of TV ad breaks within a 
show, and the number of times that ad is shown 
during a campaign. And that approach remains 
prevalent. “TV is still a mathematics business in 
terms of audience reach and frequency,” Bre-
mond concedes. 

Quality viewing 
However, the demand for quality per ad view is 
also shooting up. With high-end event dramas 
costing as much as US$4m-5m an episode, for 
example, broadcasters must ensure viewers do 
not switch off because they are irritated by too 
many ads. And advertisers need to be happy with 
the reach of their campaigns.  
So if the number of eyeballs watching linear TV 
is dropping, the views of their content on digital 
platforms must be significant enough to compen-
sate. 
Broadcasters are also feeling the added pressure 
from social media juggernauts like Facebook 
and YouTube. They are clamoring for a share of 
advertisers’ budgets by claiming to offer the same 
video-entertainment value as broadcasters.  
So, whether on terrestrial TV or streaming ser-
vices, Bremond believes the broadcast networks 
should show who is still boss when it comes to 
meeting advertisers’ needs: “Broadcasters need to 
fight back.” 
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How will your technology change the indus-
try you are in; what gap is it filling; what is 
the unique selling point?  
QuizTix is an evolving family of fun, social 
and connected casual quiz games, both original 
and branded, available on mobile devices and 
smart TVs. With our background in making 
video games, we have been able to combine 
the familiar quiz format with original engaging 
gameplay to keep players coming back for more. 
On average, players answer over 100 questions 
per download. We maintain our relevancy and 
meet player demand by producing regular re-
leases around popular events and around popular 
brands/content owners who come to work with us 
because of our unique engagement (nine games 
so far, including brand owners such as the BBC 
and The ICC Cricket World Cup). QuizTix mon-
etizes all its players through respectful reward 
video and native adverts, as well as in-app pur-
chases and in-game surveys. This allows us to 
realistically target and monetize a wider audi-
ence and, with our regular releases and effective 
cross-promotion between our games of over 40%, 
this provides a realistic way to sustain and grow 
the business.

How did you or the founders overcome your 
biggest fear when you realized the concept 
was becoming a business reality?  
One of the biggest issues for casual games is dis-
covery, and our ability to establish relationships 
with the main app stores was one of the important 
ways to help address this. We have been lucky 
enough to be featured in all the main app stores – 
Apple, Google, Amazon. Some of the things that 
have helped us have been attending events and 
showing demos of our games to app store exec-
utives; building in functionality and features that 
show off the latest and most important technol-
ogy relating to individual app store platforms; 
demonstrating that we have our own separate and 
complimentary strategy for discovery and cus-
tomer retention. It also helped having a regular 
timetable of games that coincided with events 
and brands relevant to app store audiences (e.g. 
having a world football quiz released two days 
before the FIFA World Cup football tournament). 
 
 
Any recent developments to announce?  
We are about to launch the first in a new picture 
quiz spin-off series that is vastly more accessible 
and sharable, with 500 of the best animal photos 
in the world. Called Animal Pics, it will allow 

Product/Service: QuizTix 

Developer: QuizTix, (London, UK) 
Founders: Ian Masters (left); Albert Marshall 
When launched: May 2014
Targeted users/sector: Casual games on mobile 
devices and smart TV
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players to share images of cute and interesting 
animals when sharing questions (previous ver-
sions of QuizTix had text-based questions only). 
Players can join the beta for QuizTix: Animal 
Pics here:  
iOS App Store: https://goo.gl/CCffo7 
Google Play: https://goo.gl/rPcFne

Current Investors: Jenson Funding Partners 

Contact details  
URL: www.quiztix.co 
Twitter: @quizbo 
Email: info@quiztix.co 

How will your technology change the indus-
try you are in; what gap is it filling; what is 
the unique selling point?  
Solive is the first live content publishing solution 
dedicated to the sports industry. Solive is able 
to generate real-time content on social media to 
develop fan engagement, boost social audiences, 
drive brand relevance and exposure, and to gen-
erate more revenues during live sports events. 
Solive has four main features: the on-demand 
creation of branded static or animated content 
covering all game activity during a sports event; 
the publication of visual content in real time on 
major social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter, 
Sina Weibo, Tencent Weibo and soon Instagram); 
the promotion of marketing offers synchronized 
with live games (including ticketing and mer-
chandising); the automated generation of mul-
tilingual content (geo-targeted or not). Solive is 
the only tool allowing the dynamic creation of 
animated visuals in real time. Our first animat-
ed GIF was for the French Football Federation 
during Euro 2016. With Solive, you can also have 
an automation of content creation and publication 
and next posts suggestions during live coverage. 

Product/Service: Solive 
 
Developer: LAFOURMI  
(Boulogne-Billancourt, France) 
Founders: Celine Jobert; Thibaut Cornet; Florent 
Marty; Vincent Pereira 
When launched: January 2016 
Targeted users/sector: Sports rights owners; 
brands; broadcasters; players and athletes. Solive can 
be used for any sport in any country or language

https://goo.gl/CCffo7
http://goo.gl/rPcFne
http://www.quiztix.co
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Solive currently covers eight different sports, 
including soccer, football, basketball, rugby, 
golf and tennis. It is used by over 20 clients: 
rights owners (including soccer franchises Paris 
Saint-Germain Football Club (PSG), Manchester 
City FC, the New York Red Bulls, Stade Ren-
nais FC, The Evian Championship women’s golf 
tournament, the French Football Federation, and 
French Professional Football League); brands 
(including Adidas, BNP Paribas, EDF, Audi, SFR 
Sport and Nissan); media (Canal+); and athletes 
(French international soccer player Anthony 
Martial). We realized that most of the sports 
stakeholders (rights holders, brands, medias, 
players) do not have enough resources to create 
engaging contents that separate themselves from 
other posts during live events. Solive can develop 
fan engagement and boost their social audiences, 
increase their marketing income, and also reach 
international and digital fan communities with 
automated translation and geo-targeted visual 
publication (see image below). 

How did you or the founders overcome your 
biggest fear when you realized the concept 
was becoming a business reality?  
Solive was created by the founders and directors 
of LAFOURMI, a full-service communication 
and marketing agency launched in 2008 to devel-
op audiences and revenues for the sports indus-
try. Once PSG started to use Solive, the solution 
proved to be extremely efficient. The founders 
developed a benchmark to check if something 
like this already existed, first in France, then in 
Europe and the US. When the answers came back 
negative, they raised funds and launched Solive 
as a proper company. And we won this year’s 
Sportel Startup Competition in Monte Carlo. 
 
Any recent developments to announce?  
A new version of the tool will be launched soon, 
including new features such as a mobile applica-
tion, social ads platform and Facebook Messen-
ger Bots. 

Current Investors: LAFOURMI’s founders 
Celine Jobert and Solive CEO Thibaut Cornet; 
Florent Marty, Solive’s Managing Director Glob-
al Sales & Marketing;Vincent Pereira, Solive’s 
Managing Director Operations & Product 

Contact details 
URL: https://www.solive.biz/ 
Twitter: @solive 
LinkedIn: SOLIVE 
YouTube: https://youtu.be/r3h3EDTmpE4

http://www.solive.biz/
https://youtu.be/r3h3EDTmpE4
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ADVERTISING/MARKETING

Product: ScrollMotion, app for creating interactive mobile content 
Need to know because it snapped up a reported US$6m in new funding led
by WPP Group, the world’s biggest advertising conglomerate, in October. The
move is part of WPP’s global ambitions to boost the content-marketing services  
offered to clients. Following the investment, ScrollMotion launched a new  
division called ScrollMotion Blue, a creative agency specializing in designing  
apps for marketing campaigns.
Creative function: interactive content production; interactive app development
Creative target: advertisers; marketers
Company: ScrollMotion Inc., based in New York City, US
Key executive(s): CEO Dean Furbush; Chief Technology Officer/Executive  
Vice President of Product Alan Braun; Founder/Chief Creative Officer Josh Koppel
Investors/Owners: include WPP Group; Cue Ball; Lakewest Venture Partners
Distribution platform: mobile app
Launched: 2008
URL: https://www.scrollmotion.com

Product: Nugit, marketing-data analytics platform
Need to know because it has raised US$5.2m from venture capital firm 
Sequoia India to enhance its service, which uses Artificial Intelligence, 
visual design and machine learning to interpret the billions of data 
generated from digital ad campaigns. It will use the funds to enhance 
the technologies required and hire more employees.
Creative function: interpreting marketing data
Creative target: marketers; advertising agencies; marketing agencies
Company: Nugit, based in Singapore
Key executive(s): Founder/CEO David Sanderson
Investors/Owners: Sequoia India
Distribution platform: proprietary network
Launched: 2013
URL: https://nugit.co

http://www.scrollmotion.com
https://nugit.co
http://www.razorfish.com
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Product: ABBA, greatest Swedish pop group of all time
Need to know because the iconic pop group’s four members have joined
forces with Universal Music Group, the world’s biggest record company, 
to bring out VR content centered on the band’s pop hits. XIX Entertainment, 
whose founder Simon Fuller is famous for developing the American Idol 
reality TV series, hopes to create new forms of ABBA entertainment by
melding VR, Artificial Intelligence and digital media.
Creative function: digital media entertainment
Creative target: ABBA fans; digital content platforms
Company: ABBA, based in Stockholm, Sweden 
Key executive(s): XIX Entertainment CEO Simon Fuller; UMG 
CEO/Chairman Lucian Grainge; Benny Andersson, Frida Lyngstad, 
Agnetha Fältskog and Björn Ulvaeus
Investors/Owners: ABBA; Universal Music Group; XIX Entertainment
Distribution platform: VR platforms
Launched: 2017
URL: http://www.universalmusic.com

Product: Wasabi Analytics, digital ads analytics platform
Need to know because the France-based service, which specializes in  
measuring the performance of digital ad campaigns, has been acquired  
by Dentsu Aegis Network, the influential marketing and digital  
communications agency. Dentsu Aegis will merge Wasabi with iProspect,  
its digital-performance marketing agency, which enables advertisers to  
enhance their presence on digital media.
Creative function: digital advertising
Creative target: advertisers; ad agencies; programmatic ad specialists
Company: Wasabi Analytics iProspect, based in Paris, France
Key executive(s): CEO of iProspect France Pierre Calmard; Wasabi Analytics  
Founder/ Head of Web Analytics, iProspect France Sébastien Manaches
Investors/Owners: Dentsu Aegis Network
Distribution platform: proprietary dashboard
Launched: 2009
URL: http://www.wasabi-analytics.com/en/

ALTERNATE REALITY

http://www.universalmusic.com
http://www.wasabi-analytics.com/en/
http://www.soundtrackyourbrand.com
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Product: DevLab, new initiative for Virtual Reality creators 
Need to know because this scheme was formed in October by Facebook’s
Oculus VR subsidiary and Kaleidoscope VR, a network for VR artists. They 
have jointly launched a platform to showcase the work of independent VR 
creators worldwide. They will mentor participants, introduce them to potential collaborators and 
present them to investors at Facebook’s headquarters. 
Successful applicants will see their work distributed on Oculus next year.
Creative function: VR art; VR production
Creative target: VR start-ups
Company: Kaleidoscope VR, based in Oakland, California, US 
Key executive(s): Kaleidoscope CEO/Founder René Pinnell; Yelena Rachitsky, Creative Producer, 
Experiences at Oculus
Investors/Owners: Facebook; Kaleidoscope
Distribution platform: small-business incubator
Launched: 2016
URL: http://kaleidovr.com/2016devlab/

Product: Baobab Studios, Virtual Reality studio
Need to know because the production hub working with both Hollywood 
and independent filmmakers is walking off with US$25m in a Series B 
round of funding. The new cash injection means Baobab has raised 
US$31m in total so far. 
Creative function: VR content production and distribution
Creative target: movie and video producers and directors
Company: Baobab Studios Inc., based in Redwood City, California, US
Key executive(s): Co-Founder/CEO Maureen Fan; Co-Founder/Chief Creative  
Officer Eric Darnell
Investors/Owners: include 21st/20th Century Fox; Evolution Media Partners;  
Horizons Ventures; LDV Partners; Shanghai Media Group; Youku Global Media Fund
Distribution platform: VR headsets; mobile apps
Launched: 2015
URL: http://www.baobabstudios.com

http://kaleidovr.com/2016devlab/
http://www.baobabstudios.com
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Product: LiveLike VR, live and on-demand sports platform
Need to know because this tech is for sports fanatics who will be able to
watch live games as if they were actually at the event from the comfort 
of their homes. The start-up behind it is now clutching US$5m in new 
investment from specialist sports and entertainment investors like 
Evolution Media Partners, Dentsu Ventures and David Stern, the former  
commissioner at the NBA, the US professional basketball’s governing body.
Creative function: airing live competitive sports in VR
Creative target: sports broadcasters; sports rights owners; athletes
Company: LiveLike VR, based in New York, US
Key executive(s): Co-Founder/Chief Business Officer Miheer Walavalkar
Investors/Owners: include Courtside Ventures; Dentsu Ventures; Elysian 
Park Ventures; Evolution Media Partners; Techstars Ventures; former 
NBA Commissioner David Stern
Distribution platform: VR headsets; mobile apps
Launched: 2015
URL: http://www.livelikevr.com

Product: IMAX VR Experience, multi-dimensional Virtual Reality cinema 
Need to know because the company behind the movie format able to show 
high-resolution standard and 3D movies on gargantuan-sized screens is about 
to offer audiences VR versions. Starting in the UK, IMAX has partnered with
cinema exhibitor Odeon & UCI Cinemas Group to launch an experimental IMAX 
VR center at the Odeon Manchester Printworks multiplex theater in northern England. 
The exact launch date is unclear, but IMAX plans to offer high-end interactive 
content, including VR games, of between 5 to 15 minutes. The VR headsets will 
be based on StarVR, a technology developed via a joint venture of Taiwanese  
electronics firm Acer and Swedish games developer Starbreeze. StarVR is also  
designed for use at theme parks.
Creative function: cinematic VR; out-of-home entertainment
Creative target: movie studios; VR content specialists; video games developers
Company: IMAX Corporation, based in New York, US
Key executive(s): CEO Richard L. Gelfond
Investors/Owners: Listed on the New York Stock Exchange
Distribution platform: multiplex cinema theaters; VR headsets
Launched: 1968
URL: http://www.imax.com

http://www.livelikevr.com
http://www.imax.com
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Product: ObEN, Artificial Intelligence developer 
Need to know because it is taking immersive entertainment to a new level
with US$7.7m in a Series A round of funding raised from a host of venture 
capital investors. Instead of watching VR and AR content from the outside, 
users of ObEN’s AI-enabled technology will be able to participate by 
creating and placing avatars of themselves inside the VR and AR content. 
The investors range from Cybernaut Westlake Partners to Third Wave 
Digital, the investment vehicle belonging to Allen DeBevoise, co-founder 
of games-themed YouTube network Machinima.
Creative function: AI development; VR/AR content production and distribution
Creative target: VR and AR content producers and rights owners
Company: ObEN Inc., based in Pasadena, California, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Nikhil R Jain; COO/Co-Founder Adam Zheng
Investors/Owners: include CrestValue Capital; Cybernaut Westlake Partners;  
Dream Maker Entertainment; E3 Capital Partners; Newdo Venture; Third Wave  
Digital; entrepreneur Gordon Cheng
Distribution platform: VR platforms
Launched: 2014
URL: http://oben.me

Product: NextVR, Virtual Reality tech developer/content producer
Need to know because it raised US$80m in a Series B round of funding in
August to pay for the rights to broadcast more live events via Virtual Reality.
The investors include several Chinese companies like China Media Capital (CMC),
CITIC, NetEase Inc. and Japan’s SoftBank Corporation. The investments follow
the US$30.5m raised in a Series A round in November last year.
Creative function: VR tech and content development
Creative target: sports rights owners; music rights owners 
Company: NextVR, based in Laguna Beach, California, US
Key executive(s): Co-Founder/CEO David Cole; Executive Chairman Brad Allen;  
Executive Vice President, Software Engineering Alan Moss
Investors/Owners: include CMC Holdings; China Assets; CITIC Guoan Information  
Industry; Founder H Fund; NetEase; Spectrum 28; SoftBank Corporation
Distribution platform: VR platforms
Launched: 2009
URL: http://www.nextvr.com/

http://oben.me
http://www.salosa.com
http://www.nextvr.com/
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Product: TheWaveVR, social VR music platform
Need to know because the start-up that describes itself as a “Virtual Reality
music platform” has pinned down US$2.5m in seed funding. The cash, from 
venture capital firms like seed-stage specialist KPCB Edge and RRE Ventures, 
will be used to develop the technology. It enables artists and fans to access  
copyrighted content to host or immerse themselves in VR music events and 
socialize with each other in that virtual world. 
Creative function: music distribution; social music
Creative target: live concert promoters; music rights owners, creators wand distributors
Company: WaveVR Inc., based in Austin, Texas, US 
Key executive(s): Co-Founder/CEO Adam Arrigo; Co-Founder/Tech Wizard Finn Staber
Investors/Owners: include Boost VC; Luma Launch; KPCB Edge; Presence 
Capital; Rothenberg Ventures; RRE Ventures; The VR Fund; Seedcamp
Distribution platform: VR headsets; mobile apps
Launched: 2016
URL: http://thewavevr.com

Product: Osterhout Design Group, smartglasses designer/developer 
Need to know because the company has garnered US$58m in new funding 
to upgrade its smartglasses for Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality 
experiences. This light eyewear looks more like conventional sunglasses 
than the heavy VR headsets currently on the market. It enables wearers 
to switch between AR and VR on the same device and watch video content 
without screen displays. 
Creative function: VR and AR distribution
Creative target: VR, AR and standard video producers and rights owners
Company: Osterhout Design Group, based in San Francisco, US
Key executive(s): CEO Ralph Osterhout
Investors/Owners: include O-film Tech Co.; 21st Century Fox; Vanfund 
Urban Investment & Development
Distribution platform: wearable connected technology
Launched: 1999
URL: http://www.osterhoutgroup.com/home

http://thewavevr.com
http://www.osterhoutgroup.com/home
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Product: Fabled by Marie Claire, the online and brick-and-mortar beauty store
Need to know because glossy women’s lifestyle magazine Marie Claire, 
a subsidiary of Time Inc. UK, has set up shop online and in a brick-and-mortar 
building to sell beauty products. The venture, called Fabled, is jointly owned 
with Ocado, the UK online supermarket.
Creative function: online and physical beauty retail
Creative target: beauty and fashion brand owners
Company: Fabled by Marie Claire, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): Managing Director Amanda Scott
Investors/Owners: Marie Claire; Ocado
Distribution platform: Internet; physical store
Launched: 2016
URL: https://fabled.com

Product: Zurich Eye, developer of computer vision for VR headsets 
and robots
Need to know because this start-up formed by academics at the University
of Zurich and EMT Zurich has been nabbed by social media behemoth
Facebook. It plans to add Zurich Eye’s technology, which enables “machines
to see” and follow what wearers of VR headsets are looking at, to Oculus VR, 
the Virtual Reality platform Facebook bought for a colossal US$2bn in 2014.
Creative function: “enabling machines to see”; robot manufacturing; 
computer automation
Creative target: VR developers; robotics developers
Company: Zurich Eye, based in Zurich, Switzerland
Key executive(s): Project Leader Manuel Werlberger
Investors/Owners: Facebook
Distribution platform: proprietary VR headset
Launched: 2016
URL: http://rpg.ifi.uzh.ch

FASHION/LUXURY

https://fabled.com
http://rpg.ifi.uzh.ch
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Product: Jabong.com, online fashion retailer
Need to know because it has been sold for US$70m in cash by Global 
Fashion Group, a subsidiary of investment firm Rocket Internet SE, to 
Myntra, a subsidiary of Flipkart, India’s largest e-commerce group. 
The addition of Jabong is expected to place India-based Myntra in a 
more powerful position to compete against equally ambitious rivals 
Snapdeal and the local division of Amazon.com, which are offering 
Indian consumers access to international fashion brands.
Creative function: e-commerce; fashion retail
Creative target: fashion retailers; fashion designers
Company: Jabong, based in Gurugram, Haryana, India
Key executive(s): CEO Sanjeev Mohanty; Co-Founder/Managing Director Praveen Sinha
Investors/Owners: Flipkart
Distribution platform: Internet 
Launched: 2012
URL: http://www.jabong.com

Product: Global Fashion Group (GFG), international online fashion retailer
Need to know because it is reported to be valued at €1bn (US$1.06bn) after it
amassed €330m (US$350m) in its latest round of financing. The money came from
its existing shareholders, including Germany’s Rocket Internet. But media reports 
indicate Rocket Internet is struggling financially following profit warnings issued
this summer. And the €1bn value is reportedly two-thirds lower than the valuation
figure announced last year. But the €330m plus the US$70m generated from selling
Jabong.com, one of its online stores, should provide GFG enough resources
to keep the business going. 
Creative function: e-commerce; online fashion retail
Creative target: fashion brands in emerging economies
Company: Global Fashion Group, based in Luxembourg, UK
Key executive(s): CEO Romain Voog; CTO Jean-Michel Texier
Investors/Owners: Rocket Internet SE; Kinnevik AB
Distribution platform: Internet
Launched: 2011
URL: http://global-fashion-group.com

http://www.jabong.com
http://www.salosa.com
http://global-fashion-group.com
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Product: The Idle Man, online-only menswear fashion designer and store
Need to know because UK private equity firm Foresight Group and a group
of business angels have injected £1.4m (US$1.7m) into the venture. The deal, 
which brings London-headquartered The Idle Man’s total investment to £3.5m 
(US$4.4m), will enable the firm to build up its own fashion line and expand the
workforce. Shortly after this deal, UK TV network Channel 4 also invested
“a significant seven-figure” sum into the venture via its Commercial Growth Fund.
Creative function: online retail; fashion design
Creative target: men-only fashion brands
Company: The Idle Man, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): The Idle Man Founder Oliver Tezcan; Head of Channel 4’s  
Commercial Growth Fund Vinay Solanki
Investors/Owners: Foresight Group; private investor Peter Mullen; Channel 4’s  
Commercial Growth Fund
Distribution platform: Internet
Launched: 2014
URL: http://theidleman.com

Product: Outfittery, online what-to-wear service for men
Need to know because this Berlin-based start-up, which is targeting 
affluent men seeking inspiration for what to wear on different occasions,
has picked up US$22m in new funding. The backers are led by Italy-based 
U-Start. The money will be used to establish its lead in the European 
curated-shopping sector and enhance its customer service.
Creative function: e-commerce; fashion retail; personalized shopping
Creative target: fashion designers; fashion retailers
Company: Outfittery, based in Berlin, Germany
Key executive(s): Co-Founder/CEO Anna Alex; Co-Founder/CEO Julia Bösch
Investors/Owners: Octopus Ventures; U-Start Club; Northzone Capital; Highland
Europe; Holtzbrinck Ventures; Mangrove Capital Partners
Distribution platform: Internet
Launched: 2012
URL: https://www.outfittery.com

http://theidleman.com
http://www.salosa.com
http://www.outfittery.com
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FILM/VIDEO

Product: Snapchat Spectacles, connected eyewear
Need to know because this camera-equipped eyewear is the most talked about device of its  
kind since Google Glass, which launched in 2014 but failed to grab mass consumers’ attention. 
Snapchat Spectacles is also the first hardware from the pioneering ephemeral-messaging app 
company, which is preparing to launch on a stock exchange next year at a US$25bn valuation. 
Snapchat Spectacles look like standard sunglasses and are hence cooler than the clunky  
Google Glass. The glasses feature a tiny camera and offer wearers a 115-degree field 
of view. By tapping the frame, wearers automatically record up to 
10 seconds of video from their perspective. The video is posted wirelessly 
via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth to share on Snapchat’s Memories section. 
Creative function: wearable tech; content sharing
Creative target: Snapchat users
Company: Snap Inc., based in Los Angeles, California, US
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-founder Evan Spiegel
Investors/Owners: Glade Brook Capital Partners; Alibaba Group Holding; Kleiner
Perkins Caufield & Byers; Lightspeed Venture Partners
Distribution platform: Bluetooth; Wi-Fi
Launched: 2016
URL: https://www.spectacles.com

Product: BitTorrent Live, multiplatform live streaming video app
Need to know because it was launched earlier this year by BitTorrent, the firm
behind the notorious file-sharing software blamed for a lot of digital piracy. 
The company hopes the technology behind BitTorrent Live will help develop 
the live streaming video market. It argues that live streaming is lagging behind  
developments in pre-recorded streamed video, which is already established on  
a host of popular on-demand platforms like Netflix and Amazon Prime Video. 
Creative function: digital content distribution
Creative target: video producers; live linear TV channels
Company: BitTorrent, Inc., based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): Creator of BitTorrent Bram Cohen 
Investors/Owners: Accel Partners; DAG Ventures; DCM Ventures
Distribution platform: mobile apps
Launched: 2016
URL: https://btlive.tv

http://www.spectacles.com
https://btlive.tv
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GAMES

Product: Dojo Madness, digital esports coach
Need to know because this mobile app, which attracted US$4.5m in new 
investment, aims to help aspiring esports players raise their game 
during competitions. Esports is seen as one of the fastest growing 
digitally originated competitive sports. Dojo Madness’ founders and 
investors are backing a business that will appeal to aspiring players 
with eyes on potential multi-million cash prizes.
Creative function: esports instructions; esports data gathering
Creative target: esports players; esports teams
Company: Dojo Madness, based in Berlin, Germany
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-Founder Jens Hilgers
Investors/Owners: include March Capital Partners; Investment Bank of
Berlin; London Venture Partners; DN Capital
Distribution platform: iOS and Android mobile apps
Launched: 2014
URL: http://dojomadness.com

Product: Curse Inc., games tech and content creator
Need to know because it has been nabbed by e-commerce conglomerate 
Amazon Inc. for an undisclosed sum. Amazon plans to add Curse’s expertise, 
which includes enabling online gamers to communicate with each other and 
share techniques during gameplay, to its games streaming video platform Twitch. 
Among the shareholders selling Curse is Riot Games, the US developer that 
created League of Legends, the most popular online battle game today.
Creative function: multiplayer online gaming; voice chat for gamers
Creative target: massively multiplayer online role-playing game developers
Company: Curse Inc., based in Huntsville, Alabama, US
Key executive(s): Curse Inc. CEO Hubert Thieblot; CTO/President of Voice 
Michael Comperda; Twitch CEO Emmett Shear
Investors/Owners: Twitch
Distribution platform: Internet
Launched: 2006
URL: https://www.curseinc.com

http://dojomadness.com
http://www.curseinc.com
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Product: Gametime, last-minute ticket purchasing app
Need to know because it has nabbed US$20m in investment cash from 
venture capital firms led by Los Angeles-based Evolution Media Partners. 
Gametime says its unique selling point is its ability to find primary or 
secondary tickets for on-the-move mobile users seeking nearby live 
events that are just about to start. The cash will be used to boost the 
platform’s social and discovery elements, and allow users to see events 
their followers are attending or recommending.
Creative function: mobile ticketing; ticket sales; ticket exchange
Creative target: live-event organizers; events rights owners; ticket suppliers
Company: Gametime, based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): Founder/CEO Brad Griffith
Investors/Owners: Evolution Media Partners; Accel Partners; GV 
(formerly Google Ventures); StartX Fund 
Distribution platform: iOS and Android mobile apps
Launched: 2013
URL: https://gametime.co

Product: Kek.tv, esports social app
Need to know because the esports video content aggregator, currently in
public beta, is now operated by a bona fide enterprise that has collected 
US$2.5m in seed funding. The lead investor is German early-stage specialist 
Bitkraft Esports Ventures. Aimed at the Asian esports market, the app provides 
users with a one-stop hub for gathering videos and other content related to the 
esports games they are following.
Creative function: esports video aggregation
Creative target: esports organizers; esports video producers
Company: Kek.tv, based in Hong Kong
Key executive(s): Co-Founder/CEO John Lee; Co-Founder/CTO Chunhyok Chong
Investors/Owners: include Jens Hilgers’ Bitkraft Esports Ventures; entrepreneurs 
Allen  DeBevoise, Kent Ho, Jon Bond Jr., Yitz Applbaum
Distribution platform: iOS and Android apps
Launched: 2015
URL: http://www.kek.tv

http://gametime.co
http://www.kek.tv
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Product: Una Tickets, anti-counterfeit mobile ticketing agency
Need to know because the online ticketing start-up with tech that 
promises cashless payments, offers transparent ticket exchange and blocks
ticket touting has been bought by Sky Tickets, the three-year-old sports 
ticketing business of UK media conglomerate Sky. The acquisition will 
offer the sports-focused Sky Tickets an entry into the live music and 
music festival sectors. 
Creative function: e-commerce; online ticketing
Creative target: live entertainment organizers; concert promoters
Company: Una Tickets, based in Milton Keynes, UK
Key executive(s): Una Tickets Co-Founder Amar Chauhan; Co-Founder/Commercial  
Director Georgina Hollis; Sky Tickets Director Mark Guymer
Investors/Owners: Sky Tickets
Distribution platform: mobile apps; mobile wallets
Launched: 2013
URL: https://www.unatickets.com

Product: Gigmit, digital talent-booking agency
Need to know because the German division of Sony Music Entertainment (SME), 
one of the three multinational record companies, has invested a six-figure sum for
a reported 15% stake in the Berlin start-up. The online portal provides a central 
point for European live-event promoters and venues to book acts and for artists 
to get bookings. SME is among the several recorded-music labels seeking to 
diversify its interests in the entertainment business. It will also be able to supply 
Gigmit with information about new SME artists planning tours.
Creative function: live entertainment
Creative target: entertainment venue operators; concert promoters; live performers 
Company: Gigmit, based in Berlin, Germany
Key executive(s): Gigmit CEO Marcus Rüssel; Sony Music GSA CEO Philip Ginthör
Investors/Owners: Sony Music Entertainment
Distribution platform: Internet; online portal
Launched: 2012
URL: https://www.gigmit.com/en/

http://www.unatickets.com
http://www.gigmit.com/en/
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Product: Encore, online platform for booking musicians for live events
Need to know because the start-up venture has raised £560,000 (US$703,000) in
seed investment led by Entrepreneur First, the UK accelerator. The company,
which lists only experienced musicians (many have worked with superstars
like Stevie Wonder, Quincy Jones, Adele, Florence Welch and conductor
Sir Richard Armstrong), will use the new funds to enhance the booking
tech. It also hopes to open up more opportunities for musicians seeking work.
Creative function: live entertainment; live events; parties
Creative target: concert promoters; music venue operators
Company: Encore Technologies, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): Co-Founder/CEO James McAulay; Co-Founder/CTO James King
Investors/Owners: Entrepreneur First; business angels
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile apps 
Launched: 2014
URL: https://joinencore.com

Product: Electric Jukebox, compact mobile jukebox
Need to know because the UK start-up has raised £1.5m (US$1.9m) in a Series A  
round of funding from private investors, bringing total investment to £7m (US$8.8m).  
For a one-off price of £179 (US$225), the Electric Jukebox offers users a tiny device  
that is plugged into the back of a TV set and Wi-Fi to give customers access to 29 million 
CD-quality tracks. It means no subscription contract or account is required. Electric  
Jukebox also comes with a wireless point-and-play controller for accessing the music.  
Voice-activation tech enables users to speak into the controller to search for and discover  
tracks. The company has also secured the services of celebrities like actor Stephen Fry,  
singers Alesha Dixon, Robbie Williams and Sheryl Crow plus comedian Alexander  
Armstrong to curate exclusive mixtapes for listeners. 
Creative function: digital music distribution
Creative target: music rights owners; record labels; music publishers
Company: The Electric Jukebox Company, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): Founder/CEO Rob Lewis
Investors/Owners: YOLO Leisure & Technology; private investors Mark 
Gretton, David Munns and Sir Malcolm Williamson
Distribution platform: digital media device; TV set
Launched: 2014
URL: https://www.electricjukebox.com
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Product: Preact, anti-churn customer-analytics software
Need to know because Spotify, the world’s biggest streaming music 
platform based on paying subscribers, has bought this start-up for an 
undisclosed sum. Preact uses machine-learning tech, audience analytics
and social media usage to analyze how to retain customers’ loyalty on
digital services. Spotify might be the international streaming music 
sector’s market leader, but relentless competition from Apple Music,
Amazon Music Unlimited, Deezer, Tidal and others means it requires 
all the help it can get to retain its head start. 
Creative function: e-commerce customer behavior
Creative target: online streaming platforms
Company: Preact, based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): Preact CEO Ujjal Kohli; Co-Founder/Chief Product Officer
Christopher Gooley; Spotify Vice President of Product Jason Richman
Investors/Owners: Spotify
Distribution platform: proprietary platform
Launched: 2012
URL: http://www.preact.com

Product: FXpansion, virtual musical-instrument developer
Need to know because it has been snapped up by Roli, the innovative
digital musical instrument maker. Roli is famous for its Seaboard Rise and 
Seaboard Grand, the groundbreaking touch-sensitive music-playing devices
that look like keyboards. The acquisition will broaden Roli’s portfolio to 
include FXpansion software that emulates percussions and synthesizers. 
Roli itself raised £27m (US$34m) in a Series B round of funding in May.
Creative function: music creation; music performance
Creative target: musicians; music-instrument retailers
Company: FXpansion, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): FXpansion Founder/CEO Angus Hewlett; Roli CEO Roland Lamb
Investors/Owners: Roli
Distribution platform: proprietary software
Launched: 1999
URL: https://www.fxpansion.com

http://www.preact.com
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PHOTOGRAPHY/ART

Product: Microsoft Paint 3D, image editing app
Need to know because the new software, which comes out next year on an updated
version of Microsoft’s Windows 10, enables users to create 3D images and merge
them with the standard 2D images and graphics already available on most Microsoft 
computers. Users must first install the Windows 10 Creators Update app.
Creative function: graphic design
Creative target: artists; illustrators
Company: Microsoft, based in Redmond, Washington, US
Key executive(s): Microsoft General Manager Megan Saunders
Investors/Owners: Microsoft
Distribution platform: PC; Windows 10 OS 
Launched: 2016 (new edition); 1985 (original)
URL: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/store/p/paint-3d-preview/9nblggh5fv99

PRINT MEDIA/BOOKS

Product: Amphio, the new name of Touchpress (education app developer)
Need to know because the UK company has sold its catalog of apps devoted to  
science and literature to a US digital publisher that also happens to have the same  
but differently spelt name, Touch Press Inc. (a venture capital-backed company).  
With its new name Amphio, the British firm is focusing on producing videos of  
cultural performances such as classical music concerts or the reading of Shakespeare’s  
sonnets. Aimed at people studying the cultural arts, its videos feature technology that  
enables users to interact with the content.
Creative function: e-learning
Creative target: performance arts producers and students
Company: Amphio, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): CEO Louise Rice; Senior Product Manager Alan Martyn  
Investors/Owners: privately owned
Distribution platform: iOS app
Launched: 2016
URL: http://amphio.co
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Product: Bookish, book recommendation website
Need to know because the venture co-founded by three of the five major 
book publishers (Hachette Book Group, Penguin Group and Simon & Schuster) 
in 2011 has been sold to NetGalley, a web portal dedicated to all things linked 
to book publishing and reading. The sale was made by Zola Books, the New 
York-based e-books retailer that acquired Bookish from the three publishing 
giants in 2014. NetGalley has not announced its plans for Bookish.
Creative function: content marketing; content publishing
Creative target: book publishers; authors; readers
Company: Bookish, based in Newburyport, Massachusetts, US
Key executive(s): Bookish Editor Kelly Gallucci; NetGalley CEO Fran Toolan
Investors/Owners: NetGalley
Distribution platform: Internet
Launched: 2011
URL: https://www.bookish.com

Product: BookGig, online events platforms
Need to know because it has been launched by book-publishing corporation 
HarperCollins, the News Corp subsidiary, to offer a centralized forum for 
anything to do with book events such as publication dates, signings, live stage  
interviews with authors, readings and workshops. Designed to bring together 
authors and their fans, the platform insists it is “publisher-agnostic” and 
will include the launches of books by other publishing houses. 
Creative function: content marketing; content publishing
Creative target: book publishers; authors; readers
Company: BookGig, based in London, UK 
Key executive(s): HarperCollins Digital Business Director Joanna Surman 
Investors/Owners: HarperCollins Publishers
Distribution platform: Internet
Launched: 2016
URL: http://www.bookgig.com
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Product: Digg, online content curator
Need to know because the website designed to help people discover the most
popular articles to read online now has one of the US’ biggest newspaper 
publishers as a shareholder. USA Today’s owner Gannett Co. has invested in 
Digg to access the start-up’s acclaimed content-discovery tech. Digg will 
collaborate with USA Today Networks, the unit that coordinates Gannett’s 
portfolio of content, including USA Today and its 109 sister local newspapers.  
Gannett hopes Digg’s content recommendation engine and messaging service 
will expose its newspaper articles to more readers.
Creative function: content discovery; content recommendation
Creative target: newspaper and print media publishers
Company: Digg, based in New York, US 
Key executive(s): Interim CEO Joshua Auerbach; Gannett President/CEO Bob Dickey
Investors/Owners: include Betaworks; Gannett Co. Inc.
Distribution platform: Internet
Launched: 2004
URL: http://digg.com

Product: Flipper, online book recommendation engine
Need to know because it is the latest attempt by a major book publisher,
Penguin Random House (PRH) UK in this case, to invent a way to entice 
consumers into buying more books. The Flipper website offers users a variety 
of ways of discovering the books that will make the ideal gifts for the 
forthcoming Christmas holidays. Based on demands from readers of its books,
PRH UK plans to extend the project, should it be successful the first time round.
Creative function: content marketing; content publishing
Creative target: book publishers; authors; readers
Company: Penguin Random House (PRH) UK, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): Albert Hogan, Director - Group Marketing, Audience & Digital Development
Investors/Owners: PRH UK
Distribution platform: Internet
Launched: 2016
URL: https://flipper.penguin.co.uk

http://digg.com
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Product: Jisc, higher education digital-tech service provider
Need to know because Pearson, the publishing multinational that used to own the
Financial Times and The Economist, has formed a partnership with Jisc to speed 
up the rate at which it converts its education textbooks into e-books. Pearson’s 
business now centers on school and higher education textbooks. Targeting a 
generation of students weaned on digital media, it needs to ensure the textbooks’
content is available on e-book readers and shareable online.
Creative function: digital distribution; e-books retail 
Creative target: schools; academic institutions
Company: Jisc, based in Bristol, UK
Key executive(s): CEO Paul Feldman
Investors/Owners: Not-for-profit organization
Distribution platform: proprietary network
Launched: 1966
URL: https://www.jisc.ac.uk

Product: Beme, social video app
Need to know because Time Warner’s international cable news network CNN
has bought the company for a reported US$25m. Beme enables users to post
their own news stories without any editing; this was part of its ethos to deliver truly
authentic news. Although Beme failed to become a mass social-media brand 
like Facebook, Snapchat or Musical.ly, CNN is interested in its back-technology 
for delivering news in a way that will appeal to Millennials and younger 
consumers. CNN will shut down Beme early 2017 and the start-up’s founders 
will be responsible for developing another social media app with the CNN news 
ethos at its roots. CNN is part of Time Warner’s Turner Broadcasting division,
which has invested in digital media start-ups like Refinery29 and Mashable.
Creative function: digital news gathering
Creative target: news producers; content creators
Company: The Beme Project, based in New York, US 
Key executive(s): Co-founders Matt Hackett and Casey Neistat; Andrew 
Morse, Executive VP of Editorial, CNN US & General Manager of CNN Digital Worldwide
Investors/Owners: CNN
Distribution platform: mobile apps
Launched: 2015
URL: https://beme.com

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Product: Google Duo, video-calling app
Need to know because Google, one of the biggest disrupters to the global 
media business with its pioneering search engine, has failed to make an impact
in the mobile video communications space. Duo is its attempt to remedy that as 
a rival to Apple’s Facetime, Facebook Messenger and Microsoft’s Skype. 
How Duo will fare against so much competition remains to be seen.
Creative function: video calling; video telephony
Creative target: consumers; brand owners
Company: Google, based in Menlo Park, California, US
Key executive(s): Google Group Product Manager Amit Fulay; Nick Fox,  
Google’s head of mobile communications apps
Investors/Owners: Google
Distribution platform: Android and iOS apps
Launched: 2016
URL: https://duo.google.com

Product: FameBit, social media marketing platform
Need to know because social engine behemoth Google has taken over the
start-up which has a reputation for bringing together digital media operators
and brands in an efficient way.
Creative function: digital marketing
Creative target: advertisers, sponsors and marketers; digital media platforms
Company: FameBit, based in Santa Monica, California, US
Key executive(s): Co-founder/CEO David Kierzkowski; Co-founder/COO Agnes Kozera
Investors/Owners: Google
Distribution platform: Internet; multi-platform devices
Launched: 2013
URL: https://famebit.com
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Product: Vine, six-second video app
Need to know because it has become a victim of problems at its struggling  
parent company Twitter. In October, Twitter said it was closing down Vine,  
which had been a hit with young content creators and their fans. Twitter is  
expected to focus its attention on Periscope, its dedicated live-video app.  
Experts claim Vine had problems competing against Facebook’s photo-messaging 
app Instagram, which has had video functions since 2013. Vine’s exact termination 
date remains unknown. Until then, existing users are still able to download videos,  
while no one is able to upload new ones. 
Creative function: shareable video clip production
Creative target: digital video producers; YouTube influencers
Company: Vine Labs Inc., based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey
Investors/Owners: Twitter
Distribution platform: mobile apps
Launched: 2013 
URL: https://vine.co

Product: Hike Messenger, India-originated messaging app
Need to know because WhatsApp’s biggest rival in India has secured 
US$175m in a new round of funding led by Chinese Internet and 
media communications corporation Tencent Holdings and Taiwan-based 
Foxconn Technology. This brings Hike’s total funding to US$250m, 
thanks to previous investments by other major tech giants like 
Japan’s SoftBank Corporation. Hike reports 100 million-plus registered 
users, the vast majority of whom are Indians living abroad.
Creative function: social messaging
Creative target: consumers; brand owners
Company: Hike, based in New Delhi, India
Key executive(s): CEO/Founder Kavin Bharti Mittal
Investors/Owners: Tencent Holdings; Foxconn Technology Group;  
Softbank Corp. Group; Bharti Enterprises; Tiger Global Management
Distribution platform: iOS, Android, Windows Phone, BlackBerry OS mobile apps
Launched: 2012
URL: http://get.hike.in

https://vine.co
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Product: British Olympic Association (BOA), UK’s official Olympic organization
Need to know because it made history in November 2016 when it 
live-streamed a sports event for the first time on one of its digital 
channels, its Facebook page. This featured the live coverage of the 
England versus Slovenia qualification game for the 2017 European 
Table Tennis Championships. While different national sports teams 
have tested the use of live broadcast on social media, this was a
first for the BOA.
Creative function: live-sports media
Creative target: Team GB (UK’s Olympic team); sports teams
Company: BOA, based in London, UK
Key executive(s): BOA CEO Bill Sweeney
Investors/Owners: UK’s National Olympic Committee
Distribution platform: Facebook
Launched: 1905
URL: https://www.teamgb.com

Product: Zengaming, social networking platform for professional gamers
Need to know because it has raised US$2.8m to develop a platform described
as the LinkedIn for professional esports players. The funding was led by 
Australia-based casino and entertainment conglomerate Crown Resorts Ltd.
Other investors include US-based start-up accelerators NFX Guild and 500
Startups. Designed to be the top networking hub for esports teams seeking
talented players, Zengaming will use the cash to build relationships
with owners of high-profile esports games like League of Legends.
Creative function: digital network
Creative target: esports players and teams; video gaming enthusiasts
Company: Zengaming International, based in San Francisco, California, US
Key executive(s): CEO Jimi Gecelter
Investors/Owners: Crown Resorts Ltd; NFX Guild; 500 Startups; iAngels;
Foundation Capital; business angels Barak Rabinowitz, Shmueli Adhut
Distribution platform: Internet
Launched: 2015
URL: https://zengaming.co
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Product: Funny or Die, online satirical comedy channel
Need to know because AMC Networks, famous for making global TV hits 
Mad Men and The Walking Dead, has snapped up a minority stake in Funny or
Dead, which was co-founded by Hollywood comedy actor Will Ferrell in
2007. Viewers are able to vote for submitted comedy shorts to determine 
which ones are funny or which ones die and are removed. 
Creative function: comedy entertainment; comedy production
Creative target: comedy writers and producers
Company: Funny or Die, based in Los Angeles, California, US
Key executive(s): CEO Mike Farah
Investors/Owners: AMC Networks; Turner Broadcasting System
Distribution platform: Internet; iOS and Android mobile apps
Launched: 2007
URL: http://www.funnyordie.com

Product: Whistle Sports, multiplatform digital sports portal
Need to know because it has nabbed US$20m in a Series C round of financing,  
bringing total investment to US$73m. The round was led by Tegna Inc., a 
digital media group formed after it was split off from Gannett Co., publisher 
of American newspaper USA Today, in 2015. The other investors were 
NBC Sports Ventures, Sky and Emil Capital. The money will be used to
produce content to reach more of the targeted Millennial sports fans.
Creative function: digital production and distribution of sports-themed content
Creative target: online influencers; digital content creators; brand owners
Company: Whistle Sports Network, based in New York, US 
Key executive(s): Founder/CEO John West
Investors/Owners: include Tegna Inc.; NBC Sports Ventures; Sky; Liberty 
Global; Emil Capital
Distribution platform: YouTube; Facebook; Twitter; Vine; Instagram
Launched: 2014
URL: https://whistlesports.com

TELEVISION
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Product: Hulu, subscription-funded streaming film and TV platform
Need to know because its value shot up to a hefty US$5.83bn in August 
after media goliath Time Warner grabbed 10% for US$583m in cash. 
Time Warner now co-owns Hulu with rival media corporations The 
Walt Disney Company, 21st Century Fox and Comcast, which own 
30% each. Time Warner TV channels like CNN, Cartoon Network 
and Turner Classic Movies, will also be available on Hulu.
Creative function: digital video entertainment; digital video distribution
Creative target: Entertainment video, TV and film producers; TV channels
Company: Hulu, based in Los Angeles, California, US
Key executive(s): CEO Mike Hopkins
Investors/Owners: Time Warner; 21st Century Fox; The Walt Disney Company; Comcast
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile apps
Launched: 2007
URL: http://www.hulu.com

Product: Hopster, kids edutainment app
Need to know because a minority stake has been bought by Sony Pictures 
Television, which has been seeking new pre-school content to boost its catalog 
of children’s video shows for on-demand TV delivery. Hopster, which can be 
watched on most connected devices, including Apple TV, is available in more
than 100 countries.
Creative function: kids entertainment; educational entertainment
Creative target: video content producers
Company: Hopster, based in London, UK 
Key executive(s): CEO/Founder Nick Walters
Investors/Owners: Sony Pictures Television Networks; Sandbox Partners
Distribution platform: iOS and Android apps
Launched: 2012
URL: https://www.hopster.tv
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Product: Rings.TV, Singapore-based interactive live streaming video platform
Need to know because its parent company Mozat Pte recently gained S$4.5m 
(US$ 3.1m) in new investment after agreeing to sell 30% of its venture to MM2 
Asia, a Singapore-based movie, TV and digital content producer. MM2 Asia will 
use the new partnership to broaden its portfolio of content. This includes live 
and on-demand streamed concerts, performance arts plus trade events. Also in  
the pipeline will be movies and live music produced by Rings.TV for Virtual Reality. 
Part of the memorandum of understanding signed by the two firms includes expectations  
for Rings.TV to apply to list on a stock exchange within the next five years.
Creative function: interactive TV entertainment
Creative target: interactive entertainment content creators
Company: Rings.TV, based in Singapore
Key executive(s): Rings.TV CEO/Co-founder Dr Michael Yin; MM2 Asia CEO Melvin Ang
Investors/Owners: MM2 Asia
Distribution platform: Internet; streaming platform; connected devices
Launched: 2003 (parent company Mozat Pte)
URL: https://www.rings.tv

Product: Machinima, gaming-themed multi-platform network
Need to know because one of the first YouTube channels to develop into a genuine  
commercial business is now part of Time Warner’s Warner Bros. Digital Networks  
(WBDN). The takeover, which took place in November, was not surprising as Time  
Warner Investments has been a stakeholder since 2014. This has given WBDN the  
time to see how Machinima, and its “many2many” approach to reaching games fans who  
also happen to love animation, movies, TV and digital content, will fit into the Warner  
Bros. entertainment ecosystem. Machinima content will also gain greater exposure  
when made available on Time Warner’s streaming platforms.
Creative function: digital content production and distribution
Creative target: digital content producers
Company: Machinima, based in West Hollywood, California, US
Key executive(s): Machinima CEO Chad Gutstein; 
Investors/Owners: Warner Bros. Digital Networks WBDN president Craig Hunegs
Distribution platform: Internet; multi-platform devices 
Launched: 2000
URL: https://www.machinima.com
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Product: YuppTV, pan-Asian on-demand streaming video app
Need to know because it has sealed a deal with Emerald Media, a US$300m 
pan-Asian fund backed by US investment powerhouse KKR and Asian
investment vehicle CA Media. Emerald Media will invest US$50m in 
YuppTV, which offers South Asian video entertainment and TV networks in 
14 languages to Asians living overseas, and has seen its app downloaded 
10 million-plus times and pre-installed in 50 million units of Samsung’s smart TVs. 
Creative function: distribution of South Asian movies, TV shows and videos
Creative target: video entertainment producers
Company: YuppTV Inc., based in Atlanta, Georgia, US 
Key executive(s): Founder/CEO Uday Reddy
Investors/Owners: Emerald Media
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile apps
Launched: 2007
URL: http://www.yupptv.com

Product: You.i TV, multi-screen video app developer/service provider
Need to know because the video entertainment app developer for clients that  
include Sony’s digital streaming platform Crackle has clinched US$12m in a  
Series B round of funding. The investment was led by Time Warner Investments  
as well as Canadian growth investor Vistara Capital Partners. The cash raised 
will be used to enhance the capabilities of the You.i Engine used for developing  
apps and to boost its roster of clients internationally.
Creative function: app development
Creative target: digital TV and video entertainment distributors
Company: You.i TV, based in Ottawa, Canada
Key executive(s): CEO/Co-founder Jason Flick
Investors/Owners: Time Warner Investments; Vistara Capital Partners; Kayne
Anderson Capital Advisors
Distribution platform: Internet; mobile apps; proprietary You.i Engine platform
Launched: 2007
URL: http://www.youi.tv

http://www.yupptv.com
http://www.youi.tv
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